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1. (a) Who is your secret character? Fill in the form.

1. (b) Write an interview between a reporter and your character.

Reporter: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. We are here today       

  with  How are you  ?

 (you): 

Reporter: How  are  ?

 (you): 

Reporter: Where  ?

 (you): 

Reporter:  Are you married ?

 (you): 

Reporter: Have  ?

 (you): 

Reporter: What’s  ?

 (you): 

Name:        

Surname:  

Age:  

Country: 

Married:    Yes / No

Children: 

Favourite Food:  

Pets:  

Hi! I‛m ..........................!
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2. Circle the odd one out.

3. Put the words in the right category.

a) England / Germany / Italy / summer e) mouth / nose / ear/ tree

b) winter / autumn / spring / mouth  f) four / girl / fi ve / six

c) pencil case / pencil / sharpener / car  g) yellow / orange / pen / green

d) mother / sister/ pet / cousin / aunt  h) eggs/ boy / milk / cake

Italy            pizza           trousers           water           computer           desk

shorts           tie           hot           Germany           pasta           biscuit

board           pencil case           dress           lemonade           pop corn

salad           rainy           glasses           Greece           books 

clothes school weather 

countriesfood
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4. Put the words in the right order.

5. Match the questions with the answers.

you       are       why       singing    ?

do       like       cats       why       you     ?

going       to       England       are       why       you     ?

Why have you got a book?

Why aren‛t you dancing?

Why do you want to visit 
Mexico?

Why do you like football.

Because I like Mesi.

Because I love Mexican food

Because I‛m reading.

Because I don‛t like the 
music.
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7. Complete the boxes.

8. (a) This is Jack’s message. 

8. (b) Can you write a message for a friend?

Write 3 things you love doing Write 3 things you hate doing

Write 3 things you like doing
Write 3 things

you don‛t like doing

Hi! I‛m Jack. I‛m Jamie‛s cousin. I‛m 10 years old and I live in 
London. I live with mum, dad and my little brother, Mark.
I‛ve got two pets. I‛ve got a cat and a dog. I love playing with 
my pets. They are great fun.  
I love swimming and playing football. My favourite food is fi sh 
and chips and my favourite colour is yellow. What about you?
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